Introduction
In [8] a classification of subforms of diagonal forms (symmetric bilinear over an algebraically closed field or else alternate) in dimensions less than §-o was obtained. Trying to push the classification up to dimension §,0, and böyond, one discovers that the recursive methods developed for dimensibns below §,o get stuck.
The reason is the following. The classification (up to isometry) of subforms of diagonal forms @ is equivalent to the classification of certain descending chains of subspaces in the vector space ä that carries @ (the second classification is modulo the action of the orthogonal group of the quadratic space (E, @)). Now, if dimr> §.o then these chains are infinite and, with infinite descending chains, a variety of new difficulties makes its appearance. Some of these difficulties are of a metric nature, others are of a projective kind, and still others are of an entirely topological character. We shall show that these aspects are largely independent one from the other.
A somewhat similar situation is encountered in the classification theory of abelian groups (Ulm's Theorem) in the uncountable case. However, the analogy does not carry very far. The group structure is trivial in the vector space case; on the other hand there are various additional structures originating with the form.
The classification of subforms of diagonal forms is a special case of a mapping problem which has been the source of many new results during recent years (refer to [5, 8, 10, 15 , 17]). we begin our paper by formulating a projective version of this mapping problem and by giving a solution (Theorem l) of it when no infinite descending chains interfere.
AMS (Mos) subject classification (1970) . primary l0c0l, 15A63, 5l D25, 5l F20.
Secondary 20 We then treat cases where the mapping problem in the metric setting can be solved even in the presence of infinite descending chains (Theorems 6 and 7)' We apply the results to the classification of subforms of diagonal forms ("prediagonal få.ms,,;. We mention in particular Theorem 11 which gives a topological characterization of the isometry types of prediagonal spaces of small uncountable dimensions.
In order to make our constructions as perspicuous as possible we stick to the simplest cases suitable for our purposes. This means restriction to the consideration of äo-chains. We are aware of the fact that more gadgets can be thou-eht up for longei chains; however, a firm grasp of the aro-chains is pre-eminent. We shall consider chains of the sort (6 --t\)r(o,6) Vr=tr|*r, dimVilY+t: f i < cDtr (0) where the Yi arelinear subspaces in a vector space Ä of dimension §r. (2no whenever more convenient) in which case we shall assume that ),Vi:(O) ( (4) compact elements are joins of join-irreducibles*)
The caseisnow reduced to the former as in [9,p. 'fheorem 1. Let {,{' be complete, distributioe sublattices o.f 9(E) and g(E') satisfying DCC and (4); here E,E' are oector spqces of arbitrary (equal) dimension ouer the same field. Each rank preseroing lattice isomorphism 4'. "l'-"1'' comes from a projectiuity, i.e. is induced by a linear biiection T: E*E'.
Proof. The union of any ascending chain of elements in 4@) belongs to \Qi again ("chain-property"). Furthermore, \Ql) enioys the "Ping Pongproperty" (PP): for each (E:XtX')€\(q) and each xCE (x'(E') there exist (cpr: xr*yilegr(q) with x€xr @'(xi) and Er2E. Starting with the zero map (90: (0)*(0))<4Qi we may therefore, by transfinite recursion, obtain a chain (Er: Xr*Xi)re r in %Qi that satisfies (2) just as in the denumerable case [9. Chapter IVl.
Remark I. The core of the preceding proof is the (PP) property ot' 31Q): one has to extend a partial mapping E: X*X' such that the extension satisfies (l).
According to [9, Chapter IV] ,e0ft) ). Hence the importance of the topologies q(6) (for all G c"/') for our mapping problem.
We first convince ourselves that there are enough such chains in 9(E) for our discussions.
Lemma2. Let the k-space E haue dimension a::lftl §o and let O*r=@o be fixed. In 9(E) there are precisely lkl' chains G with property (0) and such that (i) the spaces (2, e@)) are mutually non-homeomorphic, (ii) (8, q (g)) --* (E', Q$')) has the form f'-S*lu, where g*€ GL(ä*) is the adjoint of a 7€.GL(H). The adjoint g**: H***H** then maps the r-dimensional orthogonals -Ercä**, E'rcH)(* onto each other. Hence the number of (.E, p(G')), homeomorphic to a fixed (A, e$)), is less or equal to lGt 1H11:q. On the other hand there are precisely lklo=2o=a subspaces YcH** of fixed dimension r. If we think of ff* as a subspace of H**, thenwecan also pick lkl' such Iz which, in addition, satisfy ynH :(0). These Y appear as orthogonals -Ea of suitable subspaces EcH, i.e. E such that the chains 6, which they define all satisfy (0). Hence the assertion of the lemma.
I.6. A linear homeomorphism (8, q(G))=(E, g(G')) does not imply that G and %" are in the same orbit under GL (E). In other words, the projective classification of the chains G c 9(E) is finer than the classification via their associated topologies g(G). We shall prove Theorem 2. Let E and E be as in Lemma 2 antl dimElE:|. We can spactfy G,G' with property (0) such that (E,p(6)) and (n,S(g')) are linearly lrcmeomorphic but no T(GL (E) can map G onto G'.
{7)
Proof. Let (hr)i=r,(h2i-1)i=r be bases of two §o-dimensional k-spaces H *,H -. We set H::H-OHa and choose in its algebraic dual H*-H\@Hf a hyperplane E::H!@L,LcH\ in such a way that the chain G:(Vt)r=o with V,::{e<El(e,hr):...:(e,h1):O} satisfies (0). Let C€GL(H) be the operation which interchanges hri and hrr-r. We set E':: g*(E), E':M@HI , M -g*(r)c H:.
Obviously, the chain G'::(V')i=o, defined in analogy to € above, satisfies (0) as well and, according to the criterion (7), we have a linear homeomorphism (n, q1v»=(n', e(G')). Next we show: (8) If there is a linear bijection f :E*E' with f(y):tt{1t=01 then it is of the form f:l*\", where /*(GL(H*) is the adjoint of a /€GL(11) and the matrix of / relative to (å;);=, is triangular.
Indeed,let ur€Zr-Nn(i>l). Construct a dual basis (w,),=, of H by induction, (ui,wi):öi, G, j=l). We have w,,:d,1h1la2hr+...+anhn with 0=u,,(k. If now f(Yr):y! (r=0) for some linear bijection f:E*E' then ui::f(u)( V;-SV|. Let (wi)t=, be the dual basis of (oi)p, in H. Let lcGL(H) be the map with w'i*wi (r=1). One readily verifles that f:l*la and that the matrix of / has the desired diagonal shape.
By way of contradiction assume that there exists an / enjoying (8) . Let p:H-H-be the projection along H*,q;H**H! the projection alon-e H\, 1::polla!. Then the adjoint of t is 1*-qol*la!. Now and prediagonal forms can be found in [4] .
The classification of prediagonal spaces is solved in [8] for dimensions = §oo '8, it is the q*2 charn (10) fr -tr -otV ?-orv 2... (li) for all limit numbers )"-=ao we have x-r*n,*,€4\2,*, (for all n<@oi r:0, l, 2, 3), (iii) for all limit numbers ),-tpo and all n-ao we have T71 nlX7y4a.1, -*),+4n+, (r:0, 1,213).
Assume that xq, *E for 1=)"+4n ate already constructed, and let F:: span {x6, T;},(xil(=A*4n}, dim F-dim.E. Because dim span (2,\I1*r):tt, linearly independent elenrents !o, !t, !2, !a(tr1,\tr1,*, can be found such that Fnspan {yo, yr, !2, !s):(0). Set x'+Ln+rt:!r, *i+h+,i:T^+n(x^*on*r), (r:
A, 1,2,3). By construction (i), (ii) It is evident that no T(GL (E) with TVi:lt, (i<a;o) can be an isometry (E, iD)*(E, Y).
In order to verify fi) let be given y=a, V,, z(E and a tr(@)-neighbourhood z*Ur (dimU= §r). There is a limit number ^ qo)z such that xq(Ut for all(>).. By (ii) there is a linear combination u : a,ox 7* d.rX l.* e,* ... * a.u -tX l. + E(u -r) such that z-uQV,i so (z*UL)nV,+$ as was to be shown. The argument for rr(Y) is mutatis mutandis the same. I1.9. The orbits under GL(,E) are larger than the orbits under the group /f(8, O) of all linear ro(D)-homeomorphisms E-E. The technique used in II.8.
can be t-urther developed: we can show Theorem 5. Let k, E, iD be as inll.8. There are chains G, G' with (0), (J), 0j) such that q is induced by an element TQGL (E) but not by any element of tr(E, iD).
Proof. As in the foregoing proof we fix a given chain with properties (0) and 0j) and construct two symplectic forms @ and Y on E.
Let ao:Ur..,P, be a fixed partitioning of crrn such that lP,l:*n and each P, is a union of some coo-sections of coo. Let E be as in II.8. We then construct (x6)E, (x6)6 with (i.1, (ii) , (ii) just as before; instead of (iii) however we demand that ön the problem of classifying infinite chains in projective and orthogonal geometry 79 (iii*) for all limit numbers ),=<a)o and all n<a), we have TlixTa4nay n I,.*4u*, (r : 0, 1,2,3)
where P6)2+4n*r. In order words, whereas in the previous proof each Ta€E was used to map one quadruple of x's only, we will here use each 7, to map §, many quadruples.
The form @ is defined on ä as before (Il.S 1iv). The form V is defined as follows. Let fi|::{x^*n,,*,1,r:0, l; i+ n+r€Pr}, fi'{::{i^*n,+,lr:2,3; ).*4n*r(P). Define V'a on span0'a to be the transported form: Y!(x, y)::iD(TgtI,T;'y) for all €=an. (This part is to guarantee that (j) will hold for Y as well.) In order to define Yi on span @'!, transform the §n elements of 0! by some invertible matrix that is row-finite but has nondenumerably many non-zero entries in some of its columns. Let är:1X1xcnA;l be the resulting basis of span 98'{. The xs naturally come in pairs (as transforms of pairs *r,*n +r, *t,*nn*r). We declare these pairs of x's to form a symplectic basis of span 0{ thereby defining Yt. The upshot is the following: If @ is transported under 7, onto span 9i then this form will make the basis -0, o ron- III. Solution of the mapping problem in special metric cases lJJ.l. On the lattice methodin the presence of descending chains. The recursive method developed in [8] are homeomorphisms with respect to p(G), S(G') by (1). Further, whatever course the recursion may take, after countably many steps supplements of Vi*1 in Vi for all f will, by necessity, be contained in dom E; i.e. dom E will be g (7)-dense in ä. Hence, the limit map, if such there is, will be uniquely determined modulo n7 by this partial map E.
Therefore, in order that the recursion will not be hopelessly stuck after the first few steps when dimElo€= §0, additional assumptions on the chains are mandatory.
In [8] In this section we treat of complete lattices {c9(E) all of whose filters I satisfy condition (l l) and the well-known condition (4) . We assert Theorem 6. Let (8, (12) holds for euery orthogonal decomposition E:@E,(dim4= §J of E; for this would mean that each orthogonal summand F of E(E:F*FL) would be g-closed, and to this one can find counterexamples.
ff (4 q is a nondegenerate prediagonal space of a dimension §,, n <c)0, then the lattice (chain) {(V) in 9(V) is finite, hence ({(tt),6) is a compatible pair. Less obvious examples will be considered in Sections III.5, III.6. TheoremT. Let (E,Q), {,{' be as in Theorem 6 and let q:"{*'/r'be a lattice isomorphism that commutes with I and r, (y-.a) and that presentes dimXlXo foreachcompactjoin-irreducible X+(0) in { andits (unique) antecedent Xn. In order that r7 be induced by an isometry T(0(8, A) il is sufficient that '//','//'' are compatible with Q.
The proof of Theorem 7 follows the general scheme detailed in [8] . Difficulties caused by the presence of infinite descending chains are offset by compatibility which forces the crucial filters -&(x, X) to be principal. Preservation of rank is needed only in Section 2.5 of [8] Remark 9. Given a family ( §,), with (13) it is sometimes believed that the fact whether or not the equality (14) holds is a property of {-. This is of course not so: in dimension §o each chain (X,)6=r<@o+1 admits some families (,S,), with (13) that make (14) true and others with (13) that falsify (14 (15) it can be used in (16) . We obtain: Theorem 8. Let (V, A) be a nondegenerate prediagonal alternate space o.f dimension §n (0=a-arr). The statements (i) and (ii) 
